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children/novices are able to manipulate and compose with
sounds of everyday life. That is why we have chosen the name:
“Acousmatic Composition Environment”.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the intentions, the design and
functionality of an Acousmatic Composition Environment that
allows children or musical novices to educate their auditory
curiosity by recording, manipulating and mixing sounds of
everyday life. The environment consists of three stands: A
stand for sound recording with a soundproof box that ensure
good recording facilities in a noisy environment; a stand for
sound manipulation with five simple, tangible interfaces; a
stand for sound mixing with a graphical computer interface
presented on two touch screens.

2. THE COMPOSITION ENVIRONMENT
The Acousmatic Composition Environment consists of three
stands: a stand for sound recording; a stand for sound
manipulation and a stand for sound mixing, Figure 1. Each
stand enables sound experiments and exploration and in every
stand the sound is played back on stereo loudspeakers
integrated into the physical design of the stands.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since February 2005, an Acousmatic Composition
Environment has been part of the permanent exhibition of the
Danish science center “Experimentarium” located nearby
Copenhagen, [1]. The Acousmatic Composition Environment
allows for the exploration of everyday sounds and for the
creation of musical objects and structures by the use of
recorded and manipulated sounds. In the design of the
environment, we have been greatly inspired by the French
composer and theoretician Pierre Schaeffer. Especially his
concept of “Acousmatique”, his accentuation of audibility, and
his compositional approach of sound recording and mixing
have been influential to us.

Figure 1: An Acousmatic Composition Environment at the
Danish science center “Experimentarium”.

In everyday life sound is indexical to the source and the
environment of which it belongs, [2]. Listening to the sound of
everyday life as a musical object one need to disregard the
source of the sound and focus on its inner qualities. Pierre
Schaeffer used the concept of “Acousmatique” to designate this
last way of listening and called for a reduced listening process
(l’ecoute reduite) in which the sound object was isolated,
studied and experienced out of context for the sake of its own
timbre and shape, [3]. He achieved this by means of sound
recording and techniques of looping and tape speed variation
among others. Thus the loop became not only a technical term
for the repeating of sound, but his fundament for a new way of
listening.

The sounds available in each stand are either fixed, prerecorded sounds or sounds created and recorded by a visitor.
The pre-recorded sounds at each stand secure that visitors can
start manipulating and/or mixing sounds without first having to
record sounds of their own. This is important in the context of
the science center where visitors can freely enter the stands in
their own order. The visitor’s sounds are saved to and retrieved
from a sound database. From all of the three stands the visitor
can access his/her sounds in the database by means of a unique
barcode for each visitor. This enables sounds recorded in the
recording stand to be manipulated in the manipulation stand
and later mixed into a visitor created sound composition in the
mixing stand. Access to the sounds and sound compositions of
each visitor is also available as a net service. A visitor can
download his/her sound composition as an mp3 sound and e.g.
use it as a ring tone in a mobile phone.

In our project we have created an environment in which a
reduced listening process can be performed and in which

2.1 The Sound Recording Stand
The stand for sound recording includes a Sound Box, Figure 2.
The Sound Box is made of Plexiglas and designed as a standard
laboratory box with a microphone inside. The purpose of the
box is to isolate the sound as it is produced by the visitor.
Placed inside the box is a variety of small everyday objects
made of solid materials like metal, wood, plastic, glass, etc. The
sounds that can be produced by the use of these sound objects
covers a wide range of different sound types in both time and
frequency domain e.g. short and long attacks, harmonic and
inharmonic spectra.
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produce one or more sounds that are perceived e.g. as low
frequency background sounds together with high frequency
melodic structures when a single sound source is manipulated.

The signal from the microphone inside the box is connected to
a computer so that the sounds produced inside the box can be
listened to immediately through the speakers inside the stand. A
simple graphical interface on a touch screen placed within the
box specifies fundamental recording functionalities like record,
stop, play, store and save. When played, a recorded sound is
automatically looped as a first step towards a reduced listening
process, e.g. rhythmic patterns emerge, especially when short
sounds are looped.

2.2.1 The Sound Manipulators
The Sound Manipulators are small physical interfaces that vary
in shape, material, and functionality and each allows a specific
sound manipulation. Each manipulator can be used on already
recorded sounds that are looped while the manipulation takes
place.
In accordance with the context (the science center) each
manipulator is designed to be robust and simple to use.
Furthermore, the output of the sound transformation is one
dimensional in the sense that the visitors will experience
continuous sound transformations in both the time and
frequency domain i.e. from dark to bright, noisy to harmonic
and fast to slowly evolving sounds. Every manipulator has a
neutral position in which no transformation takes place; hence
the original, recorded everyday sound is heard. Only by
continuously pushing, pulling, squeezing or turning the
handles, the sound transformation will be applied. If the visitor
loosens his/her grip on the handle it moves back to its neutral
position like a pitch bender on a keyboard.
Five different manipulators have been developed for the
Acousmatic Composition Environment: The wheel, the ball, the
steer, the gear lever, and the roll. Below we will describe three
of them in greater detail.

Figure 2: The Sound Box

2.2 The Sound Manipulation Stand

2.2.2 The Wheel
The wheel is like a turntable. It is made of steel with small
sticks sticking out from the side at regular intervals, Figure 3.
This makes it easier to get a grip on the wheel. As the name
indicates the wheel can be turned one way or the other and can
be brought to spin. The speed of the wheel is measured by the
use of a potentiometer and the speed is used as input for a
Max/MSP patch. When the wheel is not turned it slowly
decelerates. When it stops the sound is not manipulated. The
sound transformation uses granular synthesis techniques to cut
up the sound in grains. The speed of the wheel controls the
grain lengths, how often the grains are activated and the pitch
of the grains. The more speed the smaller the grains, the more
often they are played, the more variation in pitch.

The stand for sound manipulation holds five Sound
Manipulators that interface to sound transformation algorithms
and control transformations of a recorded digital sound in real
time, Figure 3. Sound Manipulators are physical palpable
objects with different kinds of handles. Each manipulator has
only one handle that can be controlled by using one or two
hands. Every handle include sensors connected to a Teleo
module, [4]. The sensor data that captures the gesture from one
handle is send to a Max/MSP patch [5], as input to one sound
transformation algorithm where it controls one or more sound
parameters.

2.2.3 The Ball
The Ball is a hemisphere made of soft rubber and filled with
air, Figure 3. The ball can be squeezed and the more pressure
the greater impact it has on the sound being manipulated. The
amount of air squeezed out of the ball is measured in a pressure
gauge and the amount is sent to a Max/MSP patch. When the
visitor lets go of the ball, the ball fills with air and returns to its
initial state. The sound transformation uses a three band low
pass filter that cuts off the high frequencies. The cut off
frequencies move from 18 kHz to 75 Hz in accordance with the
amount of pressure that is put on the ball when squeezed. Also
an FFT is applied to the sound to approximate the fundamental
frequency. This is used to modulate the filter cut-off points.

2.2.4 The Gear Lever

Figure 3: The five Manipulators. From top left to right bottom
they are: a wheel, a ball, a steer, a gear lever and a roll.

The gear lever can be pulled from the top end towards the
visitor, Figure 3. When placed in the top end no sound
transformation takes place. The more the gear lever is pulled
the greater impact it will have on the sound. The handle of the
gear lever connects to a mechanical pump. The resistance in the

The five manipulators can be operated at the same time and the
sound transformation algorithms work on the sound source in
parallel. In this way the transformation algorithms work
independently on the recorded sound. Consequently you can
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pump builds up the more the handle is pulled. As a
consequence the visitor has to use more power the more the
gear lever is pulled downward. The position of the handle is
measured by a potentiometer and the position data is send
through a Teleo module to a patch in Max/MSP that performs
the sound transformation. The sound transformation uses the
“bong~” and “paf~” objects developed by Miller Puckette, [6],
[7]. It keeps the rhythmic and dynamic attributes of the original
sound, but gives the timbre a more and more synthetic like
character as the handle is pulled downward.

encourage a continuing exploration. We find this argument to
be a strong one and most relevant in our context.
Our response to this argument is twofold. First we try to secure
the ease-of-use by making the physical interfaces quite simple
and well-known although not necessarily in a musical context.
In the design of the five manipulators we have (as so many
before us) been greatly inspired by Gibson’s term affordance,
[10], which has been introduced into the interaction design
community by Donald Norman, [11]. It basically states that
form giving should invite effective action since affordance
concerns the relation between appearance and action [12]. We
believe the shape of each manipulator expresses the kind of
action necessary to operate it. We find this to be crucial in the
present context and therefore we have chosen to use well
known interfaces like a wheel, a steer, a gear lever, a ball, and a
roll. As such the familiarity of the interfaces chosen is meant to
ease the understanding of performance: A wheel is for spinning,
a gear lever for pulling and a soft ball for squeezing. Hence a
visitor can easily figure out what to do with each of the five
manipulators. In other words, the way to operate the Sound
Manipulators is not very advanced or exotic, but it opens a vast
space of aesthetic experience with the sound objects produced
and recorded in the Sound Box. Furthermore, the sound
transformations react immediately to even the smallest change
of the interface. Not in the sense that the sound changes
suddenly in all its parameters by the least touch of the
manipulator, but in the sense that even a small gesture is
audible, letting you feel immediate control over the sound
transformation. To strengthen the feel of control we have
designed the interfaces to demand continues physical input.
Otherwise the manipulator will settle at its initial position
where no transformation is taking place. By continuously
having to use the power of his/her muscles to control the
interface and thereby the sound transformation, the visitor
constantly receives audible as well as physical feedback and
most important of all a feedback of the correspondence between
the sound and gesture performed. As such our interfaces match
the interfaces developed by Dominic Robson in the sense that
they ”all incorporate a physical change in the sound along the
physical continuum”, [13]. This we believe is very important;
mapping the gesture to the audible result lets child/novice feel
that he/she is in charge of the audible sound.

2.3 The Sound Mixing Stand
The stand for sound mixing consists of two touch screens with
a graphical interface designed as a ten track sequencer. Each
track loop’s a manipulated sound. The sound can be muted,
pitched in a pentatonic scale and its volume controlled by a
staircase envelope with a time resolution of 250 msec. A
number of preset buttons on the screen can be used to select
different staircase envelopes for all the tracks. This gives
immediately access to different ways of mixing the sounds.

3.

DISCUSSION

We believe the most important aspects of our work are: 1) The
construction of an environment that allows children/novices to
work with everyday sounds as musical material, 2) An
environment that allows for recording, manipulation and
mixing of sound objects. As a result a child/novice can perform
the basic steps in the creation of a sound composition and e.g.
use it as a unique ring tone.
The “Acousmatic Composition Environment” deliberately and
continually pursues an aesthetic of music that connects to the
acousmatic music of Pierre Schaeffer and to sound art
experiments, [8]. By this we wish to underline the importance
of listening and to strengthen the ability of children/novices to
listen in a qualified manner. The use of everyday sounds as
opposed to e.g. instrumental sounds, confronts children/novices
with a musical material that they are normally not ask to listen
to. As such we emphasize computer technology as an extension
of audibility and regard the Sound Manipulators and the Sound
Box as media technologies that allow children/novices to hear
the world differently and to immerse into a world of sounds that
we expect is not normally listened to.

Second, we have provided algorithms that can produce rich
timbral variations. Despite the simple one handle interfaces the
complexity is secured by letting the input control several
parameters in the sound transformation. Also, the variability of
the sounds produced is not only dependent on the complexity of
the sound transformations, but also on the recorded sound
which varies according to the way the visitor play with the
small everyday objects within the Sound Box.

3.1 The Sound Box
The Sound Box is a fairly simple, but yet very efficient way to
record sound in public space. Normally sound recording in
public space suffers form the noise of the surroundings, but in
the Sound Box, which is coated on the inside, the sound
producing event is isolated. When the prototype of the Sound
Box was tested,[8], it was obvious that children/novices
engaged in listening to the sounds that everyday objects
produced.

3.3 The Sound Mixer
The Sound Mixer does not reflect our initial proposal. We
proposed to make the sequencer as a table with holes, into
which small containers holding the manipulated sounds (by the
use of RFID tags) could be plugged. Because of the context of
the Science Center the idea were refused, since the containers
can be moved away or even stolen. As the Sound Mixer Stand
in the current setup does not reflect our wishes, we choose not
to comment on the design further in this paper.

3.2 The Sound Manipulators
As David Wessel and Matthew Wright suggest, [9], the major
advantage of computer based instruments is the possibility of
“immense timbral freedom”. They believe it should be relative
easy to start playing a computer based instrument but points to
the fact that making an instrument easy to play often is
contradictory to the sounding complexity of that same
instrument. As a consequence a “simple-to-use” computer
based instrument quickly gets a “toy-like” character. The
instrument – the audio output - is not complex enough to

3.4 Related work
Our use and design of tangible interfaces clearly points in the
direction of previous research carried out by Gil Weinberg and
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Seum-Lim Gan, [14]. Like their project on”The Squeezables”
our project stresses the physical design of the interface as an
important way to encourage new ways of interaction. Other
projects like Blok Jam, [15], or Agroove ,[16], have inspired us
in some aspects of our work, e.g. in using tangible interfaces to
interact with prerecorded sound segments. Like Blok Jam our
original idea of the mixer board uses physical objects as “sound
containers” and like Agroove our system allows for live
manipulation and mixing of musical structures.
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